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To Otto Neugebauer on the occasion of his eightieth birthday, 26 May 1979, with admiration, gratitude, and affection. In the present paper our chief concern is with the precise manner of computing certain time-intervaLs between like syzygies -conjunctions or oppositions of Sun and Moon -within Babylonian lunar theory according to System A. These intervals are the lengths of five or of six consecutive lunations, both important for the construction of eclipse tables, and they are affected by the variation in apparent lunar and solar velocities. The Babylonian numerical techniques for introducing the latter influence have long been reproducible and understood, and it is the ancient accounting for the effects of lunar anomaly that we are here bringing under exact control for the first time.
Our access to the electronic computers of our institutions, particularly the one at the Computer Center of the University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, is in large measure responsible for our success in reconstructiong the ancient scheme for deriving V and W, as we call the functions of relevance for 5-month and 6-month intervals, respectively.
In what follows, we first outline the background of our problem and present its solution. Next, we draw attention to direct textual support for our reconstructed scheme, and to texts that employ it. Finally, we take this opportunity to publish some new results on the corpus of lunar texts of System A in ACT,' though they have nothing directly to do with the functions V and W. In three instances we have joined new fragments to those published in ACT. In the rest we have used the extensive tables generated by our computers to date texts that remained undated in ACT, or to learn more about them in other respects.
All the cuneiform tablets we have occasion to mention happen to derive from the astronomical archive in Babylon -none is from Uruk -and they all came to the British Museum through acquisition from dealers during the last decades of last century. The hitherto unpublished texts, and the photographs, are published here through the courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum.
A. Aaboe had the opportunity to collate several of the relevant texts in the British Museum in August 1977, enjoying once more the hospitality of the Department of Western Asiatic Antiquities' , and of their Keeper, Dr. Edmond Sollberger.
1. For this and other abbreviations see the Bibliography.
A.
Aaboe's previous visits to the British Museum, during which some of the fragments published below were rejoined, were supported by various grants from the National Science Foundation and by a Guggenheim Fellowship. The photographs arc published through the courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum. 2;5-0, 5,o g 2;10404, 20, 8 , 8,53,2o1 2; 53, 2o 9 2 •10, 22, 13,206 2;12,5022,13,201 2; 5'6, 55533, 2o 9;20 1 . 5-3,1Y,426,44 6 .20 /.sg,rS53; 33,20 t 1^S71, MB, 8, 53, 2oR Y.54, 4$53, 20 5; 2v /; Sg, 33, y2, / 3, 2oR I;593022, 13 , 2o t V; 5-6 Y /; S9 12,35, 33 , 2ot Jnternolatton, coe tc enh beZo to tie jorecedint intervals small arrows -and the corresponding values of G. If a value oft') is not in the table, the corresponding G-value is found by linear interpolation in Table 1 . Thus the arithmetical structure of the (I)-G scheme was completely under control in ACT, but it was otherwise with its astronomical signifiance. It was not even known in what units (D was measured-as indicated above, they turned out to be large hours.
The text that established this, and which brought (I) in connexion with the length of a Saros (an interval of 223 months) we call it the Saros Text -was published by Neugebauer in 1957 . The text is difficult and still not fully understood, but it enabled Neugebauer to perceive astronomical relations between Ø and G, and recognise that the difference between the length of 223 consecutive months and (I) should be constant. B. L. van der Waerden [ 1966] suggested that this constant should be a whole number of days (6585) and put forward the conjecture that the (D-function when in actual use, and not just employed as an indicator of lunar anomaly, should be truncated above and below.
Beginning in 1968, Aaboe published a series of texts that were concerned with Column (I) in relation to other functions, measuring the length of various numbers of consecutive lunations. It was particularly Text E in Aaboe [1968] that offered an insight into a consistent methodology underlying the derivation of such inter- give an astronomical justification of the table's structure.
It appeared that A played a role equivalent to that of G, but for intervals of twelve months. Thus the twelve-month interval, or "year", is 12 months=354"+ AH+YH where A depends on Ø, i. e. on lunar anomaly, and Y on longitude (this component was found later, see Aaboe [1969] ; we may add that though Y is closely related to J, it is not precisely equal to the sum of the relevant twelve J-values but incorporates an additive constant so that it vanishes on most of the fast arc, like J; this constant is absorbed in the mean value of A). With the method underlying Text E, Aaboe could justify the (D-G scheme (see Aaboe [1968] and, most recently, HAMA).
Prompted by various ephemerides, mostly eclipse texts, Aaboe [1971] proposed the existence of an analogous function W concerned with six-month intervals and restored a small fragment of an auxiliary table according to the methods for generating G and A from (D, but failed to reach perfect agreement with the ephemerides. He took the total length of the six lunations preceding syzygy number n to be
modulo an integral number of days, where W (n) depends on lunar anomaly, and Z(n) on solar anomaly (the integral number of days is either 176, 177, or 178).
The term Z(n) offers no difficulties, for it is simply the sum of J(n) and its five monthly predecessors (see, e. g. Aaboe [1971] ); but it is not so with W(n). Disregarding for the moment the five-month intervals, it is this function we find in the eclipse text ACT No. 60, Column VIII, and Neugebauer assumed, very naturally, that is should be the sum of the six relevant G-values, but this assumption led to perfect agreement with the preserved values of the text only in very few instances. To be sure, the deviations were in general small -small enough to allow a secure identification of the astronomical meaning of this column -but they seemed to be of a systematic character. Thus it was clear to Neugebauer that his assumption could not offer a consistent explanation of the arithmetical structure of Column VIII of No. 60.
It turns out that all but a few of the entries in this column -still excepting the five month intervals -can be exactly derived by linear interpolation in a (D-W   table (Table 2 ) which is gathered in the following simple arithmetical fashion (most of the few exceptions appear to be consequences of very natural arithmetical mistakes).
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The second and third preserved lines end with remnants of signs that Neugebauer read as DU (ra.) on which basis he surmised that the text gave a list of coefficients.
The phrase "gam x DU" means "multiply by x" (cf. glossary of ACT and commentary to No. 207 above). In the fourth line is preserved what may be part of the last digit of a W-value.
Where Pinches read 32 in the last line, Neugebauer read 33 in agreement with Table 2 . Neugebauer's reading is confirmed by collation.
3° Texts Employing W and V
We shall now turn to ephemerides containing the W-function. In our discussion we shall limit ourselves to the relevant columns; for the full extent of these texts we refer the• reader to the original publications.
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ACT No. 60 (BM 45688) This large, well-preserved tablet from Babylon concerns lunar eclipse possibilities from S. E. 137 to 160 (=-174/3 to -151/0). It gives information about those members of a sequence of consecutive oppositions of the Moon where lunar latitude at a change of sign is smaller in absolute value. Curvature suggests that the right third of the tablet is broken off, so that it very likely contained all necessary columns up to and including at least Column M, the moment of syzygy, here opposition.
In Table 4 we have extracted Columns I, II, and VIII from this text, the column giving year and month, Column (I), and a column with W and V. The lines are mostly six months apart. A dotted line indicates an occasional fivemonth interval and in the following line a value of V is in order in Column VIII.
Where the preserved numbers in Column VIII agree with the scheme in Table 2 -or with the rule for computing a five-month interval -we have simply supplied the missing digits of the recomputed values in square brackets. Where they disagree, we have added the correctly computed number in the last column of Table 4 . For an explanation of most of these divergencies, see the critical apparatus below.
We have a particular affection for this text: from its Column B Kugler (BMR p. 55f) managed to discover for the first time the rules for computing lunar longitudes according to System A, a remarkable achievement since it contains longitudes, not month by month, but 5 or 6 months apart. Strassmaier's copy is published in BMR, Tafel XIII, and Pinches's as LBAT No. 50.
Critical Apparatus
With but three exceptions, each of the errors in Column VIII can be explained as the result of a simple misuse of Table 2 . We include a discussion of these, for such errors -rare in the astronomical literature as whole -afford us an insight into the computational routines of the Babylonian astronomers. Thus we learn that when they entered their version of Table 2 with a given value of (D, they invariably related it to the (D-value in the first line of the interval to which it belongs. In three instances they erred by taking the interpolation coefficient from the line just before that of the correct one. In four cases the error consists in a shift of the interpolated part one sexagesimal place to the right or left of the correct position.
Obv. 1. 1: We cannot derive this value from Table 2 We have for 2,17 VIII :Ø = 1; 58, 40, 44, 26, 40' Table 2, 1. 56: 1 ; 58, 33, 42, 13, 20 T 5; 31, 37, 17, 2, 13, 20 0; 0, 7, 2, 13, 20 x 49; 40 0; 5, 49, 30, 22, 13, 20 W = 5 ; 37, 26, 47, 24, 26, 40 which agrees with the text's 5,37,26,47 [. ..] . However, 49;40 is the interpolation coefficient for the interval preceding 1. 56. The correct coefficient, 48;4,10, is found in 1. 57.
Obv. 1. 3:
If we use the interpolation coefficient 49;51,15 (1. 112) we obtain in a like mann er W = 3; 54,50,17,7,46,40' (text: 3,54,50,17,'6'[..] ). The correct coefficient is 48;51,15 (1. 113).
Obv. 1. 4:
If we use the interpolation coefficient 37 (1. 38) we get W = 1; 30,56,17,16,40H (text: 1,30,56,17,4[0...] ). The correct coefficient is 38 (1. 39).
Obv. 1. 11:
We obtain the text's 0;13,20,22,13,20' if we enter Table 2 Table 2 assigns W = 0;32, 43,14,26,40' . This is precisely the entry of the text, so the scribe forgot to subtract the appropriate value of G, namely G = 4;54,13,20.
Four of the next five errors arise from a misalignment of the interpolated part. We shall only deal with the first of them in detail since the rest follow the same pattern. s,3 /, 6, yoL 5;14,42,57,46,40 0; 3,23,42,13,20 0; 0, 4, 4,26,40 x 50 which yields W = 5;11,19,15,33,20. If, however, the interpolated part by mistake is moved one place to the right we obtain 5;14,42,57,46,40 -0; 0, 3,23,42,13,20 5 ;14,39,34, 4,26,40 . which is precisely the value in the text.
Obv. 1. 26:
If the interpolated part is shifted one place to the right we get W = 2 ;0, 23,4,36,23,20' (text: 2,.,23,4,36 [...1) .
Rev. 1. 3:
The reading given in Table 4 is not at all secure. However, we are fairly certain that neither the correct value, nor the results of natural mistakes can be brought in agreement with the preserved traces.
Rev. 1.6: Shifting the interpolated part one place to the right we get W = 2;25, 35,35,14,48,53,20 (text: 2,25,35,1 [0 . ..] ending with one corner wedge).
Rev. 1.9:
If we move the interpolated part one place to the left we get W=5;41,51,58,31,6,40F (text: 5,41,51,58,2 [0 . ..] ending with two corner wedges).
Rev. 1. 13:
The text has 37 for 36 in the third place.
Rev. 1. 15:
The text has 3 for 4 in the first place. 22t3, 204, 2 , y, SG, 6, YO T (1, 1 , 7J, 18, S7, 2, 13, 20 [2, 3z IV,14': leading digit -all preserved -could also be 5.
Comments
We have included in Table 6 only those columns that are relevant for the restoration of the fragment. We shall here merely identify them briefly and refer to ACT and later publications for further explanations: lal u (positive, decreasing) u lal (negative, increasing) with a terminology peculiar to Column E (elsewhere lal means negative, as in Columns I and II, or decreasing, while tab means positive or increasing). For the structure of Column E see ACT, HAMA, and Aaboe-Henderson [1975] . It is Column E that guides the selection of the conjunctions included in the text: they are tile ones at which E at a sign change has smaller absolute value, as already mentioned.
Column [0] contains the values of V or W, whichever is appropriate, computed from Table 2 . V is found in lines 7' and 14', just after 5-month intervals.
Column I contains corrections due to solar anomaly. It is based on Column J which complements G to form the time interval, less 29 days, from one to the next like syzygy. Column J vanishes on most of the fast arc and has the value J -0;57,3,45' on most of the slow, with occasional transitional, always negative, values (see ACT p. 61). We find here in Column I the sum of the five or six appropriate Jvalues; where it is six the entry is the function called Z above and in Aaboe [1971] .
We might point out that the last line should be blank, for the longitude and its four predecessors all belong to the fast arc (we are dealing with a five-month interval).
In Column II, the first where numbers arc preserved, we find corrections C' for variation of length of daylight. We have simply, and with sign, C'(n) 2(C(n-1) -C(n)). The next column is the equivalent of Column K in the ephemerides and gives the sum of the entries in the preceding three columns so that for a six-month interval we have 18 40:6
reduced modulo 6H to the smallest positive value. The entries are abbreviated to three digits.
The last preserved column, Column M, gives the moment of conjunctions, measured in large hours before sunset (sû). It is derived by continued subtraction from an initial value of the entries in Column K. A comparison with modern tables shows that though the exlipse possibilities are correctly identified, the moment of conjunction given in Column M is consistently 10 hours wrong.
To the right of Column M in Table 6 
Translation:
With but two exceptions the text adheres to a formular -the text employs two close variants -which freely translated says:
opposite a put b; whatever exceeds a, until c, multiply by 3,22,30; multiply the result by d and add (subtract) the result to (from) b and put the result down.
Here a stands for a 0-value in the standard table for converting 0 into G, b is the corresponding G-value, c is the neighbouring 0-value to a, and d is the change in G over the interval from a to b.
The two exceptions (Obv. lines 6' and 7', and lines 12' and 13') both concern intervals in which G stays constant. Here the statement is:
Opposite a put b; until c add or subtract nothing.
Critical Apparatus:
Reverse line 9': the text has as the second factor 1, 34, 48, 8, 53, 20 
Commentary:
This text confirms the standard rules for converting cp into G by linear interpolation in the Ø-G 22, 302, 45, 55, 33, 20 which product, indeed, comes out to be 9,20 as it should. The second factor is readily recognized as d(Ø), the monthly difference in Ø, but it is also, as we have learnt, the Sarosly difference in G, and so corresponds to 17,46,40, the Sarosly difference in Ø.
The preserved part of the text happens to begin with the smallest 0-value on an ascending branch, takes us through the maximum of G, and ends with one of the two linear stretches of G. It is our guess that about half of the original tablet is lost so that only the middle of the text is preserved. 
Rev.
As an illustration of the perverse situations that may arise -and often do -when one is forced to use fragmentary material we can point to Neugebauer's We have not reproduced a copy of the obverse of BM 40094, for the join adds nothing to this side, yet we have retained and extended the numbering of columns from Aaboe [1969] though Column I (K) is not preserved on the reverse of this fragment. For the contents of the obverse we refer to Aaboe's publication with corrections given below.
The scribe's ductus is such that it is often difficult to distinguish between his "tab," "20," and "." where "." denotes the separation mark of two diagonal wedges used for zero.
Critical Apparatus (in part excerpted from Aaboe [1969] it was the oldest datable lunar ephemeris, and it was the only lunar ephemeris that month by month gave the function A and its corrections, Y and c', for solar anomaly and change of length of daylight. Only here was found the column R, the sum of A, Y, and c', which represents the length of a normal year, except for an integral number of days, and adjusted to a variable sunset epoch. To these unique traits we now add one more: our text is the only lunar ephemeris that contains two nearly identical, but differently computed columns M (giving the moment of conjunction in large hours before sunset).
ACT No. 128 complements Column K of BM 40094 and adds the second Column M and a Column P3 which gives date of the last visibility of the Moon and the time interval from moonrise to sunrise on that morning. The inclusion of Column P3 and the absence of a Column P 1 (first visibility) raise a problem we shall return to briefly below.
We are convinced that Column VII, the second Column M, is computed from Column VI (K) and an initial value in 12-line steps thus:
The text provides only one instance where this can be checked: Aaboe surmised in 1969 that a main purpose of A and its corrections is to provide a much needed control for Column M a conglomerate of quite unrelated parts which is difficult to check with rules of the common kind and this appears confirmed by the join.
Finally, to find the dates in Column VIII (P3 ) and, for that matter, in Column II (M) dates are omitted in the second Column M we must know the character, full or hollow, of the relevant month, and this we learn from Column P1, which is not in our text. Thus our text is not self-contained, and this information must have been drawn from elsewhere. It is at first sight welcome to have our evidence of the poorly understod visibility columns increased by the entries in Column P3 . This much seems clear, however, that it was very poorly computed in lines 12, 15, and 16 even the date is wrong so it looks at present as if this join offers little hope of advancing our understanding of how the visibility columns were constructed, and we shall here refrain from any further analysis of Column VIII.
[ 15 ll, l Y,12, 11,IS 3, 3 ,5-7, 94, 90 3, 29, 46,25, 1! , C , yo 3,55-,3S,3, Y2,13,20 1,2/ ,23, Y2, /3,20 Y,417,9, 1151, 5'Y, z6, Yo /S; 3, Y5r 3, 32, 90, 3o 12, 457, 11 , 1S 4, 5, /5YB, 8, 53, Y, 52, 7, 32, 46, Yo 4Y, 161aL [ l , ^, 8 Ø] 4I, 2ola.L .Z, 19, 12 ta.L So, YotaL 3, 3, 3, s2 . tab 3`,, (2, 23 Ø ;3,59,Îs Ø ;3,49,2,9 tab ;3,.26,5.2 Neugebauer assigned tentatively ACT No. 128 to System B, in error, it now appears. The absence of dates in its Column M, and of the usual difference column (K), were indeed puzzling out of the context provided by the join with BM 40094.
ACT No. 3b and BM 37375 (80-6-17,1132) Contents: Obverse: Cols. C"K 1i M1 ,P1 ,P3 ; Reverse: Cols. P2,1,P2,2,P23,P24 for part of S.E.
2,22.
Transcription: Table 8 .
Description of Text:
Though too much clay is missing for a physical join, there can be no doubt that these two fragments derive from the same tablet. Clay, hand, size of writing, and shape and dimensions of the lower edge all agree. Further, both fragments have an intercalary month XII2 in the last line of the obverse, and the moments of last visibility in BM 37375 all precede very nicely the corresponding moments of conjunction in No. 3b. The missing sliver contained most of the column of first visibility on its obverse, and the middle section of the me-column on its reverse.
It is very fortunate that No. 3b could be dated, for without a date BM 37375 would be quite uninteresting. As it is now, it adds new evidence about the difficult and imperfectly understood visibility columns. For a restoration of most of the missing columns we refer to the partial duplicate ACT No. 3a.
Critical Apparatus. ACT No. 53 (BM 34083 (Sp. 181 We mention these things to point to the fragi l ity of the evidence. On the other hand, we have good reasons to trust the acuity of the remarkable T. G. Pinches when he had a difficult text in hand.
Critical Apparatus
The numbers given in Columns I and III of III, 3' : 15, [11, 15] : Pinches read 13 in the first place, with bottom of the 3 damaged. Normally we find, as mentioned, eclipse possibilities selected on the basis of Column E, lunar latitude: they are the syzygies at which lunar latitude, when listed monthly, near a sign change has smaller absolute value. Here, however, the rule is that one selects the syzygy at which'''. for the first time becomes positive or, what is the same thing, the syzygy just after II" has changed sign. The E-rule and the T-rule, as we call them, agree often, but not always.
We have reconstructed Side A on the basis of the kr-rule. This rule implies an occasional, but very rare interval of 7 months, flanked by two 5-month intervals, between consecutive "eclipse possibilities" (which the more correct E-rule also does, but at different syzygies reading of gu (IV) in line 6' is followed we would have two consecutive 5-month intervals followed by 6-month intervals, which is also a possible reconstruction.
That the 1Y-rule is employed is shown by line 6' where we find 2,39 kin (VI) and line 13' where we find apin (VIII). In both cases the E-ride would select the previous conjunction (we are allowing for the systematic error in the latter instance).
The T-rule makes little astronomical sense as a guide for choosing eclipse possibilities. It has in practice the effect of advancing the nodes by 2;17° on the average, which is gross compared with the error in Column E (about 2° in S.E.
200; see Aaboe-Henderson [1975] ). It may, however, be we who are wrong when we identify our tablet as an eclipse text, for it could equally well be an auxiliary table simply presenting a rational selection of corresponding values of T, B, and 'V for a purpose we cannot quite see. Indeed, the term bab can mean "eclipse magnitude" or "positive value of `Y" as well as "eclipse warning" (see Excursus:
The Term hab-rat, ACT p. 197).
ACT No. 207f (BM 42685) Contents: Column Ø, tabulated at 12-month intervals, very likely beginning S.E.
200, III.
Transcription: Table 10 .
7'
10'
ACT Nos. 22 and 23
We finally present in Tables 11 and 12 when an extra day has been included as 6" in Column M" a useful warning when one computes the dates of Column M, (for which Column P, is needed). BAL occurs in the lines immediately after the borrowing of a whole day.
Of Column I remain only the endings of M,, mostly Sù and sG BAL, but we could date the three values of K, preserved in Column II, lines 2, 3, and 4 uniquely to S.E. 46, months X, XI, and XII with our computer-generated tables. The remaining traces of K,-values are, with one exception, consistent with our recomputation, and the dating is secure.
Column I, line 1, would then correspond to S.E. 45* month II, and we believe this to be the beginning of the text. There is evidence of entries for 60 months, and the tablet's curvature suggests that when unbroken it covered 100 months, or some 8 years. 3, 35, 15,3c 3,32, 53,30 3,23, 43,30 3, 6 , 35, 20 + 4 , 31 , 22 , 5/ + 6,3o, 5,33 * 5,5-6,52 ,YS ' 2, 32, 37 9 /1, 28, 32 , Yg, 4S 11, 34, 36, 33, 35 /2, 3, 36, 33, 4s /2, 45 36, 33 , 45 4, 38; 23, 27, 2Y 26, 3'o 4, 563533, 20 3 39, 53, 2o y, /4 , y 41, 18, ACT No 23
